
Entry Level Pre-Roll System



Insert the empty cones
into the pods

Seat in the cones
with the pushing tool

The Ultimate Entry-Level Automation System Backed By Top Technology

Producing top-shelf quality pre-rolls doesn’t have to be difficult, time-consuming, or expensive.
With the PreRoll-Er STR, you can give your customers an unmatched experience at a better rate than
the competition. 

Our turnkey solution provides you with a desktop centrifuge machine (The Hummingbird) to pack
your cones and a finishing machine (The BoxFinish-Er) to neatly prepare your pre-rolls for final packaging,
with finishing options such as twists and Dutch crowns.

The Hummingbird packs 120 cones in 15 seconds, using centrifugal force for optimal compaction.
With a versatile weight range of 0.25g to 1.5g, this powerful device ensures the perfect density profile,
making it an efficient companion to the PreRoll-Er BoxFinish-Er.

Achieve precision and consistency with this dynamic duo of machines, creating a streamlined
process—from adding cones to ejecting finished products. With a remarkable rate of 840 finished units
per hour, the PreRoll-Er STR starter kit revolutionizes efficiency, making it the ultimate solution for
businesses starting out with automation.

Fill the pods with
ground product

Weigh check the lled cones
and adjust if needed.

Insert the pods
into the Hummingbird

Choose your pods size
109mm, 98mm, 84mm and 70mm

Custom sizes available



Entry Level Pre-Rolls System

Attainable pre-roll quality for less,
a revolution in cannabis.

See it in ACTION here

The BoxFinish-Er will
cut and atten automatically

The BoxFinish-Er will
twist automatically

Final product
is ready

Start the Hummingbird cycle
for 15 sec. at 2,200 rpm

Place the pods inside
the BoxFinish-Er tray

Start the BoxFinish-Er’s cycle 

Production capacity: up to 14 Pre-Rolls/min
Easy cleaning / low maintenance
Replace 4-5 operators per shift (rapid ROI)
Works with infused cannabis
Compatible with 0.25 to 1.5g Pre-Rolls
Optional direct needle injection



Leasing Highlights
36 Month Term
12,000 cones included monthly
4 cone Pods included
Quick delivery
In-House financing
Lease to own


